PAVE THE WAY TO THE FUTURE
WITH THE RIGHT BUSINESS PARTNER

ABOUT
US

Quatrro is a tech-enabled
outsourcing firm that is changing
the way companies think about
finance, accounting and
technology services. Through our
world-class teams, we offer
highly personalized service and
an online portal.
With smarter systems and over
1,300 specialists in the fields of
finance and IT support, Quatrro
enables clients to see further,
scale smarter, and stand
stronger. And that is why we
consistently achieve over 90%
customer satisfaction ratings.

CERTIFICATIONS &
RECOGNITIONS

TM

Having the right information is
the key to making agile business
decisions.
Your biggest leverage in your
business is in your decision making.
As a decision maker, you need
more of the right information so
you can make the best decisions.

Benefits of
effective
decision
making with
Quatrro’s
Get more to go on
promise

More executive
dashboards

More insight
and analysis

More real-world
experience

More up-to-date
reporting

More industry
benchmarking

More
accuracy

More
invoice-level
details

More real-time
alerts

More KPI
tracking

More real-time
visibility of your IT
More
data

More
best
practices
More
inventory
intel

More one-on-one
support

What does Get More To Go On
mean for your business?

Get More from our People

For a Business Leader, and effective decision-making, it means three things:

Work with a reliable and relatable team.

Smart Sourcing

SEE
FURTHER

BECAUSE YOU CAN’T
MAKE REAL-TIME
DECISIONS WITH
OUT-OF-DATE DATA

SCALE
SMARTER
BECAUSE IF THE
BACK OFFICE CAN’T
KEEP UP, THE FRONT
OFFICE WON’T

STAND
STRONGER
BECAUSE YOU MAKE
BETTER DECISIONS
WHEN YOU STAND ON
STRONGER SUPPORT

Quatrro seamlessly monitors the pulse of your business.
Provides access to real-time information, anytime and from anywhere.
Delivers information and insights to drive business decisions and results.

At Quatrro, we work with you as a reliable and trusted partner,
and extension of your team - ready to manage your business
needs with a long-term vision. Beyond tactical approaches, we
offer strategic moves with a shared responsibility to help you
capture and translate opportunities.

Trusted Advisor Approach

Looking beyond the scope and cost parameters, we put your
interest and needs first. We understand what you want to
accomplish, and how and when you need to achieve it. We
remain transparent and interpret your problems into solutions.
We have honed our business and industry knowledge across
several decades, which we provide along with our core service
deliverables – often beyond the base expectations. Also,
earning your trust is a privilege and it is something we work
hard to never jeopardize.

Get More from our Process

Get More from our Technology

Exceed operational objectives and business goals.

Gain speed, efficiency and intelligence
with our innovative tools.
We offer you easy-to-use and adaptable
proprietary tools so you Get More to Go
On to make agile business decisions. Our
technology gives your leadership team
more time in the one vital need in every
business – the ability to focus on strategic
objectives pertaining to the core business.

Our 3-fold approach ensures that we are best serving your
initial and ongoing needs:

Lift and Shift:

The focus is on knowledge transfer of current processes and
practices, which occurs through a methodical transition to
the outsourcing model.

Standardization and Optimization:

We focus on eliminating redundant activities and processes,
and deliver exponential improvements across functions.

Transformation:

In this phase, we focus on implementing process automation
(RPA/AI/ML) and continued efficiency gains.
We deploy state-of-the-art technology infrastructure and
maintain the highest standards of data and information security.

With Xport, you will have streamlined
processes in place to accelerate business
work-flows and efficiencies which will
ultimately lead to attaining your goals.
We have designed and developed our
proprietary Xport customer portal
as a platform to streamline and digitize
the business and operational processes
for clients onto a single platform
with role-based access and, more
importantly, real-time visibility into
business performance, including real-time
drill-down reports - down to the invoice
image or journal entry detail.

An innovative business intelligence
and financial analytics tool, Xview
enables businesses to measure and
track overall KPIs, watch trends, and
forecast in order to gain insights and
transparency which ultimately boosts
your bottom-line growth.
With best-in-class dashboards, alerts
and reporting templates across multiple
variables and dimensions, we provide
end-to-end financial analysis at both
individual and consolidated levels. This
enhances your financial visibility and
enables you to make informed decisions
by looking and thinking ahead, and
not doing business with a rear-view
mirror approach.

F&A Services
Focus on growth, leave the
finance and accounting to us.
Quatrro’s portfolio of accounting
solutions is designed to mitigate
risks arising due to the lack of
information and interpretation of
data. We empower you to create
economies of scale while
delivering transformative benefits
to the overall business. In short,
we ensure that business owners,
CEOs, CFOs and other
decision-makers are able to
function smoothly in an
ever-evolving business
environment.

FINANCE & ACCOUNTING

BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT SERVICES

Our comprehensive F&A solutions helps you have better financial
control through sharper insights and streamlined processes for
healthy cash flow, maintaining accurate documentation, and
more to drive long-term growth.

Get practical, prudent and hands-on advisory support and insights
to enhance both your agile decision making as well as your critical
strategic initiatives planning.

Record to Report

Financial Model Development and Maintenance

Procure to Pay

CFO Advisory

Ensure adherence to compliance, timeliness and accuracy in
your “Record to Report” process with our team of
professionals supporting you.
Help your company efficiently optimize its working capital.
Consequently, business processes are streamlined and smart
cash management ensured.

Order to Cash

Get a holistic view of the “Order to Cash” process, to enhance
overall operational and financial performance.

Get a consolidated view of your financial model for acquisition
analysis with quality and accuracy.

Get executive-level support and management of finance teams
to drive enterprise value.

Policies and Procedures Evaluation

Our services help systemize your various process evaluation and
documentation needs.

MANAGED PAYROLL AND HCM

Powered by our partner, Certipay, we take care of the complete Human Capital
Management (HCM) experience. Our unique approach addresses the employment
lifecycle from pre-hire to post-retire, thereby successfully managing your talent
while reducing your HR team’s workload. Regardless of your company’s size, our
flexible technology and service models streamline processes, improve productivity
and simplify administration to help you achieve peak performance.

Payroll Services

Payroll administration tasks are extremely time-consuming, difficult and require
potentially costly business investment. Making mistakes in payroll can cost your
business money, so outsourcing this process to experts ensures you can stay
focused on your core business.

Human Capital Management

Online cloud-based HR services that transform the traditional administrative
functions of HR departments – recruiting, training, payroll, compensation and
performance management – into opportunities that drive engagement,
productivity and business value.

Additional Services

Access solutions such as Employee Benefits, Online Benefits Enrollment Solutions,
Professional Employer Organizer (PEO) and Business Insurance among others.

How you Get More To Go On
while we focus on lean
operations

SEE
FURTHER
• Enable faster decision
making in real-time,
with digitally enhanced,
compliance-ready,
accurate reporting
delivered within 10
business days
• Gain an end-to-end
holistic view through
analytical dashboards,
reports and
benchmarks

SCALE
SMARTER
• Enhance technical and
technological
capabilities without
inflated overheads
• Grow your business
without added pressure
on your resources or
overhead
• Focus on “big-picture”
strategies and not
back-office operations
• Boost bottom-lines with
up to 40-60% reduction
in costs

STAND
STRONGER
• Garner actionable
insights from a team
of industry experts
• Leverage
vertical-specific best
practices, while being
fully compliant with
regulations and tax
legislation

Technology Services
Now, lead the way.
Quatrro is a channel-friendly partner
that contributes to your business
growth and employee productivity
with our high-quality, rapid
deployment technology services.
We proactively monitor, prevent,
troubleshoot and resolve
comprehensive technology-related
issues. Our professional and
integrated support system allows you
to execute business processes
quickly and efficiently. Eliminate and
prevent system downtimes and help
maximize your customer’s
profitability, while satisfying them
consistently.

Professional & Cloud Services
Quatrro provides cloud professional
services delivered by engineers with
deep technical expertise, enabling
you to take advantage of the
spectrum of cloud solutions and
help accelerate your cloud journey.
We offer Professional and
Managed Services for the
market-leading public cloud
providers such as Microsoft Azure,
AWS, IBM Cloud and Google.

Business Enablement Services
Our enterprise-wide solutions
streamline day-to-day operations
so you can concentrate on
strategic goals. From pre-sales
operations support to IT
Infrastructure support and our
complete suite of Finance &
Accounting services, we enable any
business with all of the back-office
support they need to get up and
running, or scale, quickly

Mobility Services
Quatrro provides modern-day
mobility services to support your
business needs and drive the digital
transformation security along with
compliance and enforcement.

Managed Services
We provide a total Managed
Services offering through multiple
fully secured NOC delivery
centres, staffed 24x7 with highly
skilled and certified engineers.
The NOCs utilize industry best
practices and processes, which
are vetted and certified for ITL,
PCI, HIPPA and SOC compliance.
Our Managed Services Platform
is built upon tools that provide
you automated performance and
alert notification, real-time
tracking through an Executive
Dashboard for patch
management and AV updates,
AD/Exchange maintenance,
asset reporting and remediation.

How Get More To Go On
works while focusing on
technology prowess

Our tools enable our Technology Services
teams to empower you

SEE
FURTHER

SCALE
SMARTER

STAND
STRONGER

Stay updated with
the latest technology

Accelerate
Transformation with
experts that can get
you there faster.

Rest assured that we
Own the Resolution we make sure your
issue is fully resolved
before we walk away.

Gain business
continuity and
consistent customer
experiences
Enhance employee
communication and
performance

Enhance technical and
technological
capabilities, without
inflating overheads or
sacrificing quality.
Focus on “big-picture”
initiatives and not
back-office operations

Garner actionable
insights with a team of
industry experts
Leverage benefit from
vertical-specific best
practices, maintaining
better outcomes and
standards

Our Global Footprint
We impact businesses with
meaningful, decision-making
information and support by
providing solutions that are
simpler, faster, safer and more
cost-effective.

US

• Corporate Office: 1850 Parkway Place,
Suite 1100, Marietta, GA 30067
• 2625 Butterfield Road, Suite 116, Oak Brook,
IL 60523
• 149 Thompson Ave. E. Suite 212, West St. Paul,
MN 55118

India

• 160, Udyog Vihar, Phase - I, Gurugram,
Haryana 122016
• 601, Sixth Floor, Nitco Biz Park, Wagale Industrial Estate, Plot No C-19, Road No 16 U, Thane
(West), Maharashtra 400 604

www.quatrrobss.com

